Year 3 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 8- 25/05/20
Daily Reading
Ensure your child reads everyday. Check that they are reading accurately and have a clear understanding of what
they have read. Listen to chapter 5 of THE IRON MAN several times this week and follow the words.

Reading and Writing Task - THE IRON MAN

Chapter 5

This week I am sending you Chapter 5 of our brilliant story THE IRON MAN —Your first task is to read it
carefully- with an adult’s help if needed- again please read it a few times to build a picture in your You can
also listen to it being read aloud on -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzGQUs6Vcjc
and follow the words on the keynote. Your writing activity this week is to answer questions about ch5 on
activity sheet and then tell me - your favourite part of the story? Your favourite character?
Now can you design a new front cover for this terrific book now that you have read it. I ve attached the
original cover to our distance learning . Don’t forget the title and the author’s name.

Maths focus : TIME

Revision time

This week I am sending a revision lesson to check what you have learned so far.
Test yourself on telling the time to one minute by answering the questions from the powerpoint.
I have also sent a Maths Investigation activity about “next door neighbour" numbers- e.g 3,4,5,6, or
11,12,13,14 . Read it carefully and have a go- see if you notice some patterns in your answers as you work
the answers out.

SCIENCE TOPIC- MATERIALS and their SUITABLITY
This week we are going to explore why certain materials are used to make different objects- how
suitable are they? Why are windows made from glass? What are our whiteboards made from- is this a
good choice of material? Think about if different materials were used to make different things around
your house- a different door/ a different settee? A different tv? Use the words from your last few
weeks learning help you: absorbent, flexible, strong, etc.

Ongoing ideas to
support your year 3 child :

MATHS :
Keep practising telling the time- Am
and pm times? Analogue and digital
- what is 9.15 in analogue time?
- 5 past 8 in digital time?
- 12.05 in analogue time?
Have a go at timing yourself on
different activities? Getting dressedhow long? Setting the table- how
long?
READING AND LISTENING:
Choose a story to listen to on
Audible
https://stories.audible.com/startlisten

CATEGORY GAME PLACES ALPHABET
Can you think of a place for
every letter of the alphabet
a =Africa , b =Berlin, c =Cardiff,
Think of local place names and
places from all around the world.
STICKY QUESTION:
What would life be like for
someone who was afraid of
nothing ?

